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Waveplant is composer/sound designer Joel Corelitz.
Part artist-name and part personal brand, Waveplant provides original music for television,
film & media and specializes in musical sound design for motion graphics. 
A “Waveplant” is a reference to the idea that when two separate elements come together,
they form something much more vibrant and resonant than they do separately. 
Joel has scored pieces featured in Stash, Motionographer (on which Waveplant is listed as one of the
20 audio companies in the Cream of the Crop list), Onedotzero, Smilefaucet, and recently created all
the audio for the short film “Loom” which won “best in show” at Siggraph 2010.

http://www.waveplantstudios.com

WAVEPLANT

VITAL IRIS



Swaying Smoke is James Lowery. He creates ambient drone that maintains a purpose of passive listening,
but shares a close border with electronic music and sound art. His main tools are synths, guitars,
toy instruments and found sounds. Recently, his work branched in a new direction focusing on strange
melodies and rapid percussion.

http://swayingsmoke.com

SWAYING SMOKE

INEXPLICABLE FERVENCY



Kieron James played drums in the late ‘80s and early 90s with The Emotionals, an indie pop band signed to
Native Records in the UK. Packing up his sticks to start a family in ‘92, Kieron put music on hold until
Christmas Day 2008 when he downloaded a copy of the iPhone App “Beatmaker”. Instantly inspired to create,
he ordered a copy of Cubase two weeks later and started to compose and produce his own blend of
electronic music.He has since worked on a number of solo and collaborative projects with artists from
around the world, using social media to find musicians and sites like SoundCloud to share and develop
work in progress.In March 2010 Kieron established electronic label, Clear Notice Recordings whose debut
release - an iPad app featuring the music and videos of international artists - was received to critical acclaim.
Create Digital Music wrote: "In a world after shallow labels like "IDM," this collection of independent artists 
represents the current generation about as well as any can. Meticulously-detailed sound designs stutter and
shimmer through varied cinematic soundscapes, nodding at genres with only passing concern.
"Kieron's debut album "Organised Sound" was released in January 2011 and he is currently working on a new 
ollection of songs with a distinctly Indian flavour.

http://kieron.net
http://twitter.com/kieronjames

KIERON JAMES

PRESKA ZERO ZERO



ambienteer is James Fahy, a Guildford based artist/musician who has been creating pieces for an abstract audio
diary/blog since February 2009. He has released most of these pieces across 23 albums on Bandcamp on a
free/pay what you like basis.

He creates using a laptop/mobile set-up using Ableton Live, Max For Live, Komplete, Reason, a Zoom H4n
and a few other free VSTi plug-ins.

He has now created almost 300 compositions and remixes, all of which can be found via ambienteer.com

http://ambienteer.com
http://ambienteer.bandcamp.com

ambienteer

KONETS



Brian Crabtree is preoccupied with minimalism and sustainability. Based in upstate New York,
He designs adaptable hardware interfaces used by musicians, artists, and designers worldwide.
Time writing music is shared with an apple orchard, a flock of chickens, and imaginary cabins.
His agile wife, Kelli Cain, regularly triumphs in afternoon ping pong games.
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Pronounced "owner/operator," % builds tunes through an emergent process of experimentation, discovery,
and adaptation. The project was initiated and is currently maintained by Michael Felix of Brooklyn, New York.

http://parallelogram.cc/owneroperator
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ro is Robbie Crabtree, journeyman producer and younger brother of monome's founder, Brian Crabtree.
Currently residing in downtown LA, ro is persuing a degree in architecture while making music
and sundial watches.

ro

NO TRACE



I have been making electronic music since I was sixteen when I got my first Amiga and a copy of Pro Tracker.
For my ambient pieces I use a combination of homemade sequencers and random events to push the sound sources through
complex Fx chains and Max patches that mangle and stretch the sounds beyond recognition. I value the process as highly as
the results using a lot of generative processes in my tracks. As a result almost all my work is momentary and can not be easily
reproduced from one run through to another. I tend to record everything now as many good iterations have been lost to the moment.
For this track I used a single number station sample (conet project tcp d3 35 okno onko irdial) into some evolving Max delay lines
and a couple of chained resonators from Live to create the drone.
Everything (including the improvised bass line) was recorded in one take.

DIONYSIAC

OKNO



Marcus Fischer (b.1977) is a musician & multimedia artist currently based in Portland, Oregon. With early beginnings in the LA
independent music scene, Fischer moved from there to Olympia, Washington where in addition to drumming in various
bands he found new opportunities to further experiment with sound, using tape loops and electronics. The journey led next
to Portland, Oregon, where he continues to refine his experimentations. Field recordings, chance, and DIY instruments,
coupled with acoustic instrumentation and visual art, define what has become Marcus’s minimal signature. 
Fischer curates vision+hearing, a series of audio/visual events that bring musicians and filmmakers together for collaborative
performances. He is also the co-curator of SIX, an annual six-speaker surround sound performance series, and has had the
opportunity to score various short films and multimedia performances. In recent years he has also been involved with projects
and performances for Art organizations such as the Portland Institute for Contemporary Art, SASSAS and DubLab.
Throughout 2009, Marcus kept a “thing-a-day” blog, a self-inflicted experiment in time and productivity where Fischer tasked
himself with completing one creative project a day for one year and documenting it daily on dustbreeding.com.
The projects took many forms: photography, video, music, sound experiments, printmaking, graphic design
and diy electronics. The blog project allowed him to grow creatively by the constant momentum created through
daily expression. In late 2010, Marcus Fischer's album Monocoastal was released on 12k and immediately landed on
numerous "Best of 2010" lists.

http://mapmap.com
http://12k.com/index.php/site/artists/marcus_fischer/
http://dustbreeding.com

MARCUS FISCHER

OWVLS



Made by Robot is the moniker JP Sykes uses for his electronically slanted, ambient, minimalist music.
Using a variety of self created interface devices, centered around multiple trusty Monome's, he creates soundscapes
and emotions with his music, yet their roots are firmly planted in the computer and it's electronic order and behavior.
The marriage of digital and analog is the true definition of Made By Robot.His discography includes his last release 
Penguins, 2010 and forth coming album Chemtrails, 2011 (due out April 2011 on Human Resources Records). 
This is the second release under the Number Stations name on Public Spaces Lab that Made By Robot has curated,
both were aimed at showing a variety of artists styles and their take on a common sound source.
He looks forward to part 3. You can follow him on twitter @madebyrobot

http://madebyrobot.com/
http://humanresourcesrecords.com/

MADE BY ROBOT

BALAKLAVA



Grooveshysta (AKA Peter Ford) is part of a small collective of musicians based in South London including
Silver Pulsars, Helena Ward and mainly electronic pop duo Martial Races. He has been recording and
arranging electronic music for over 15 years always with an eye on the ability to perform live.
Early live performance featured vintage computers carried around in old suitcases which have slowly
evolved into the simplicity of performing with a Monome 128. Being part of differing projects allows for a
wide range of different styles from ambient multi textured sounds with Silver Pulsars through to
Electronic Folk with Helena Ward to catchy Electronic Pop with Martial Races.
The photo associated with this track was kindly provided by http://www.tourkiev.com/
The photo which is of the Duga 3 station which is inside the Chernobyl exclusion zone and is famous for
transmitting the Russian Woodpecker used in my track.

GROOVESHYSTA

JUST A GHOST



Weather Balloons / Dave Barber grew up listening in to shortwave transmissions that had bounced along the ionosphere from
the other side of the world to his house in New Mexico; the messages made him dream about spies.
Years later, he found himself in a dense winter fog at midnight at a railway station in eastern Ukraine, waiting for a train bringing
people and money. He now lives in Cambridge, Mass., where he uses his monome and other objects to make improvised music
that tries to uncover the ecstatic, variegated structures that accompany imperfection.

WEATHER BALLOONS

FROM TREES



Concrète Sound System forge sounds, with sounds, from digital remnants, processed through analog channels and unleashed upon eardrums. 
Decomposed performances freeze electronic moments born anew, where sighs can last infinity but only as shredded echos harmonizing with an
onslaught of drums.  Bleeps become whistles, noises lure, rhythms lurch, all the while making machines cry tears of joy.

http://concretesoundsystem.com

CONCRÈTE SOUND SYSTEM

KINAKUTA
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